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A major experimental program is presently underway worldwide to determine the fundamental
non-perturbative functions, the Sivers, Boer-Mulders and transversity distributions, which are
vital for an understanding of the internal structure of the nucleon. However, at present, many
simplifying assumptions are used in extracting these functions from the data. We demonstrate
that if the binning of the data in Q2 is small enough so that Q2-evolution can be neglected inside
a bin, then one can obtain stringent tests of these assumptions. Failure to satisfy these tests
implies that the presently extracted non-perturbative functions are unreliable. To this end we
consider the measurement of the Sivers, Boer-Mulders and transversity dierence asymmetries
for hadrons with opposite charges in SIDIS reactions with unpolarized and transversely polarized
deuteron and proton targets: l + N ! l0 + h + X, h = ;K; h. Utilizing only charge and
isospin invariance, and applying the above mentioned simplifying assumptions we obtain several
testable relations amongst the measured asymmetries. If these tests are satised then the measured
asymmetries determine two dierent combinations of the valence-quark transverse momentum
dependent distributions, which can be determined separately without any contributions from the
strange and other sea-quarks.
2I. INTRODUCTION
The surprizingly large single-spin asymmetries found in semi-inclusive reactions, which were expected to be van-
ishingly small on the basis of perturbative QCD, have been explained by invoking relatively novel non-perturbative
mechanisms: The Sivers and Boer-Mulders parton distributions, and the transversity distribution appear in con-
junction with the transverse momentum dependent unpolarized and Collins fragmentation function. Knowledge of
these functions, important for understanding of the internal structure of the nucleon, is obtained by extracting them
from experimental data. At present, this extraction has been relatively simplistic, involving several key simplifying
assumptions:
1) The analysis is in leading order in perturbative QCD
2) The transverse momentum dependent (TMD) parton distributions (PDFs) and fragmentation functions (FFs)
which depend on parton intrinsic momentum k?, are typically parametrized in a factorized form for the xB=zh and
k?-dependences:
f(x
B
or zh; k
2
?) = f(xB or zh) e
 k2?=hk2?i  (1)
3) the xB (zh)-dependence is taken proportional to the collinear PDFs (FFs),
4) the Gaussian type k?{dependence is assumed to be avour independent.
The above are the most commonly used simplied parametrizations. We shall refer to them as the standard
parametrizations. There is presently some discussion about the functional form of the TMD functions, and in a series
of recent papers more general parametrizations have been suggested that allow avour dependence of the partonic
transverse momenta [1], and models constructed for the perturbative transverse-momentum dependent Q2-evolution
[2], etc. Our aim is to suggest tests that would verify to what extend the standard parametrizations provide reliable
information on the TMD distributions, and to show what information can be obtained if the tests are satised.
We show in the following that one can test these parametrizations directly in semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering
(SIDIS), provided there is sucient data to study, what we call, the "dierence" cross section asymmetries, i.e.
combinations of the type:
Ah h  
h  h
h   h (2)
where h and h = h" h# are the unpolarized and polarized cross sections respectively. The arrows indicate the
polarization of the target, and h and h are hadrons with opposite charges.
The expressions for the dierence asymmetries are obtained using only charge (C) and isospin (SU(2)) invariance
of the strong interactions. For kaons the additional assumption, made in all analysis, that the unfavoured FFs of d
and d-quarks into K+ are the same, is used. There are two characteristic features of the dierence cross sections:
a) only the valence-quark parton densities and fragmentation function contribute and
b) the expressions factorize into a product of parton densities and fragmentation functions. The latter appear
particularly important for the asymmetries, as common factors in the numerator and the denominator in (2) cancel.
The tests we consider become particularly simple for deutrons. For nal hadrons h = ;K and any unidentied
charged hadrons h, the dierence asymmetries always measure the sum of the valence quark contributions to each
TMD function. The asymmetries on proton targets provide analogous tests, but with dierent combinations of
valence-quark TMD densities for pions and kaons.
Presently, data on Sivers, Boer-Mulders (BM) and transversity asymmetries are presented as functions of only one
of the kinematic variables x
B
; zh, sometimes with, in addition, the Q
2 and PT dependence, with integration over
the measured intervals of the other variables. We obtain analytic expressions for the x
B
and zh dependence of the
asymmetries. These expressions strongly simplify if in the measured kinematic intervals the binning in Q2 is small
enough to allow the neglect of the Q2-dependence of the parton densities and FFs. We shall present both the general
formulae and the formulae where this simplication is valid.
We shall demonstrate that measurements of the integrated asymmetries allow us to test the following assumptions
currently used in addition to the standard simplications in the extraction of the various non-perturbative functions:
31. At present, it is assumed that BM functions are proportional to the Sivers functions. In Sect. VI we show that
this can be tested since it implies that the BM and Sivers dierence asymmetries have the same the xB -behaviour.
2. Since the BM and transversity asymmetries involve the same Collins fragmentation functions, we show that
there is a relation between the zh-behaviour of BM and Collins dierence asymmetries, which can be used as a test
of this basic assumption, Sect. X.
Previously[3, 4] we showed that the dierence cross sections for SIDIS reactions with unpolarized and longitudinally
polarized targets with charged nal hadrons, in the simple collinear picture involve only the valence quark parton
densities and fragmentation functions. Later we showed that this holds for unpolarized SIDIS in the non-collinear
approach involving TMD parton densities and fragmentation functions as well [4].
Here we extend our studies to the Sivers, Boer-Mulders and transversity asymmetries for the dierence cross
sections in SIDIS of unpolarized leptons on a transversely polarized deuteron and proton targets. These asymmetries
allow tests of the commonly used standard simplications. If the analysis survive the tests, then measurements on
deutrons provide direct information on the sum of the valence-quark BM, Sivers and transversity distributions, and
measurements on protons provide information about another combination of the valence-quark TMD densities: on
(e2ufuV   e2dfdV ) with nal pions, and on fuV with nal kaons. Measurements on both protons and deutrons
will determine the separate valence-quark densities without any contributions from the sea-quark densities. A rst
attempt to use this approach on the single-spin dierence asymmetry for charged pions was recently presented by the
HERMES collaboration [5] in an eort to isolate the valence-quark Sivers functions.
II. SIVERS DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
The Sivers distribution function Nfq=p"(xB ; k?) appears in the expression for the number density of unpolarized
quarks q with intrinsic transverse momentum k? in a transversely polarized proton p" with 3-momentum P and
transverse spin ST [6]:
fq=p"(xB ;k?) = fq=p(xB ; k?) +
1
2
Nfq=p"(xB ; k?) ST  (P^ k^?) (3)
where fq=p(xB ; k?) are the unpolarized xB and k?-dependent parton densities and the triple product induces a denite
azimuthal sin(h S)-dependence, h and S are the azimuthal angles of the nal hadron and the spin of the target,
xB = Q
2=2(P:q) is the usual Bjorken variable.
Often the notation f?q1T (xB ; k?) [7] and fq=ST (xB ; k?) [8] is also used:
Nfq=p"(xB ; k?) = fq=ST (xB ; k?) =  
2k?
mp
f?q1T (xB ; k?) (4)
where mp is the proton mass.
III. SIVERS DIFFERENCE ASYMMETRIES
To access the Sivers TMDs one considers the sin(h S) azimuthal moment of the transverse single-spin Asin(h S)UT
asymmetry in SIDIS [9]:
A
sin(h S);h
UT =
1
ST
R
dhdS

d6"   d6#h sin(h   S)R
dhdS [d6" + d6#]
h
=
1
2
A(y)
Q4 F
sin(h S);h
UT
A(y)
Q4 F
h
UU
; A(y) = [1 + (1  y)2]  (5)
Here d6";# stands for the dierential cross section of SIDIS with an unpolarized lepton beam on a transversely
polarized target in the kinematic region PT ' k?  Q at order (k?=Q), the arrows ("; #) stand for the transverse
4target polarization:

d6";#
h  d` p";#!`0hX
dx
B
dQ2 dzh dP 2T dh dS
; (6)
PT is the transverse momentum of the nal hadron in the 
   p c.m. frame, and zh, Q2 and y are the usual
measurable SIDIS quantities:
zh =
(P:Ph)
(P:q)
; Q2 =  q2; q = l   l0; y = (P:q)
(P:l)
(7)
with l and l0, P and Ph the 4-momenta of the initial and nal leptons, and initial and nal hadrons. Note that
Q2 = 2MEx
B
y (8)
where M is the target mass (in this paper the deuteron mass) and E the lepton laboratory energy. Throughout the
paper we follow the notation and kinematics of ref. [9].
The Sivers asymmetry for the dierence cross section we dene analogously:
ASiv;h 
h
UT (xB ; Q
2; zh; P
2
T ) =
1
ST
R
dhdS

d6"   d6#h h sin(h   S)R
dhdS [d6" + d6#]
h h
=
1
2
A(y)
Q4 F
sin(h S);h h
UT
A(y)
Q4 F
h h
UU
(9)
The structure functions F
sin(h S);h h
UT involve convolutions of the Sivers and unpolarized TMD fragmentation
functions,while the Fh 
h
UU are convolutions of the unpolarized TMD parton densities and fragmentation functions. We
consider the dierence asymmetries on deuteron and proton targets separately.
A. The standard parametrizations for deutrons
In general, in the dierence cross sections only the valence-quark TMD functions enter. When a deuteron target is
used, a further simplication occurs { independently of the nal hadrons, only one parton density enters { the sum
of the valence quarks:
fQV =ST (xB ; k?)  fuV =ST (xB ; k?) + fdV =ST (xB ; k?) (10)
In extracting the Sivers distributions from experiment they are assumed proportional to the unpolarized densities
fq=p(xB ; k?) with additional xB - and k?-dependencies in a factorized form [9]. Following this convention, we adopt
the following parametrization for valence-quark Sivers function:
fQV =ST (xB ; k?) = fQV =ST (xB )
p
2e
k?
MS
e k
2
?=hk2?iS
hk2?i
(11)
where
fQV =ST (xB ; Q
2) = 2NQVSiv (xB ) QV (xB ; Q2) (12)
and QV is the sum of the collinear valence PDFs:
QV = uV + dV  (13)
M
S
is an unknown, tting parameter (sometimes denoted by M1 [10]), NQVSiv (xB ) is an unknown function and
hk2?iS =
hk2?iM2S
hk2?i+M2S
 (14)
5The parameter hk2?i enters the unpolarized parton densities fQV =p(xB ; k?; Q2), which are conventionally expressed
in terms of the collinear parton densities times a Gaussian-type transverse momentum dependent function:
fQV =p(xB ; k?; Q
2) = QV (xB ; Q
2)
e k
2
?=<k
2
?>
 < k2? >
 (15)
Here hk2?i is assumed known from a study of multiplicities in unpolarized SIDIS [11]. On the other hand NQVSiv (xB )
and MS in Eqs. (11) and (12) are unknowns.
Analogously, the unpolarized FFs are conventionally factorized into a product of the collinear FFs times a Gaussian-
type transverse momentum dependent function:
DhqV (zh; p?; Q
2) = DhqV (zh; Q
2)
e p
2
?=hp2?i
hp2?i
; q = u; d (16)
where DhqV (zh) are the collinear valence FFs. Multiplicities provide information about the parameter hp2?i.
B. The structure functions for deuterons
With the above parametrisations we obtain the expressions for F
sin(h S);h h
UT . They dier for the dierent nal
hadrons only by the known factorized collinear FFs:
F
sin(h S);+  
UT = KS (zh; P 2T )fQV =ST (xB ; Q2) (e2u   e2d)D
+
uV (zh) (17)
F
sin(h S);K+ K 
UT = KS (zh; P 2T )fQV =ST (xB ; Q2) e2uDK
+
uV (zh) (18)
F
sin(h S);h+ h 
UT = KS (zh; P 2T )fQV =ST (xB ; Q2) [ e2uDh
+
uV (zh) + e
2
dD
h+
dV (zh)] (19)
where KS (zh; P 2T ) is a common avour independent factor:
KS (zh; P 2T ) =
p
2e
2
ASiv PT
e P
2
T =hP 2T iSiv
hP 2T i2Siv
zh; ASiv =
hk2?i2S
M
S
hk2?i
; (20)
hP 2T iS = hp2?i+ z2hhk2?iS : (21)
We recall the expressions for Fh 
h
UU that enter as normalizing factors in the considered asymmetry [4]:
F
+  
UU = QV (xB ) (e
2
u   e2d)D
+
uV (zh)
e P
2
T =hP 2T i
 hP 2T i
(22)
FK
+ K 
UU = QV (xB ) e
2
uD
K+
uV (zh)
e P
2
T =hP 2T i
 hP 2T i
(23)
Fh
+ h 
UU = QV (xB )
h
e2uD
h+
uV (zh) + e
2
dD
h+
dV (zh)
i e P 2T =hP 2T i
 hP 2T i
(24)
where
hP 2T i = hp2?i+ z2hhk2?i  (25)
Thus, the Sivers dierence asymmetries ASiv;h 
h
UT , h = 
+;K+; h+, independently of the nal hadrons, determine
the same valence-quark Sivers function fQV =ST (xB ) without any contributions from the sea-quark Sivers densities.
The only unknowns are M
S
(involved in the denition of hk2?iS ) and NQVSiv (xB ).
The data on Sivers asymmetries are usually presented as function of only one of the kinematic variables (x
B
; zh; PT ),
integrated over the measured intervals of the other variables. In the following we consider the xB and zh-dependent
Sivers asymmetries. The expressions simplify dramatically if we assume that the binning of the data in Q2 is ne
enough so that we can neglect the Q2-dependence of the collinear functions inside each bin.
6C. The integrated Sivers asymmetries on deutrons
We perform the PT integration analytically. The general expression is presented in the Appendix. Integrating
further we obtain the xB - and zh-dependent Sivers asymmetries.
1. The zh-dependent Sivers asymmetries
For the zh-dependence of Sivers dierence asymmetry for h = 
+;K+; h+ we obtain:
ASiv;h 
h
UT (zh) =
1
2
R
dQ2 dx
B
dP 2T
A(y)
Q4 F
sin(h S);h h
UT (xB ; Q
2; zh; P
2
T )R
dQ2 dx
B
dP 2T
A(y)
Q4 F
h h
UU (xB ; Q
2; zh; P 2T )
= BhSiv(zh)
zhphp2?i+ z2hhk2?iS ; (26)
Here BhSiv(zh) for h = +;K+ are:
BhSiv(zh) =
p
e
4
p
2
ASiv
R
dxB
R
dQ2 1+(1 y)
2
Q4 fQV =ST (xB ; Q
2)DhuV (zh; Q
2)R
dx
B
R
dQ2 1+(1 y)
2
Q4 QV (xB ; Q
2)DhuV (zh; Q
2)
: (27)
For unidentied charged hadrons h, Bh+Siv(zh) is obtained via the following replacement:
Dh
+
uV (zh; Q
2) ! e2uDh
+
uV (zh; Q
2) + e2dD
h+
dV (zh; Q
2) (28)
For bins corresponding to a reasonably small interval Q2 in Q2, we replace the integral over Q2 by Q2 times
the Q2-dependent functions evaluated at the mean value Q2 for the bin. Then the FFs cancel and (26) becomes
particularly simple:
ASiv;h 
h
UT (zh;
Q2) = BSiv( Q2)
zhphp2?i+ z2hhk2?iS : (29)
where BSiv is independent of zh and h:
BSiv( Q2) =
p
e
4
p
2
ASiv
R
dx
B
[1 + (1  y)2]fQV =ST (xB ; Q2)R
dx
B
[1 + (1  y)2]QV (xB ; Q2)
: 8h (30)
and
y =
Q2
2MExB
(31)
Thus, (29) is a remarkably strong prediction both, for the explicit zh-behaviour and for the independence on h. It
provides a stringent test of the assumptions made in the extraction of the Sivers function from experiment. Failure
to satisfy the test implies that the present information on the Sivers function is unreliable. If the test is satised one
obtains straightforward information about hk2?iS .
2. The xB -dependent Sivers asymmetries
The xB -dependent Sivers dierence asymmetry is directly proportional to N qVSiv(xB ):
ASiv;h 
h
UT (xB ) =
1
2
R
dQ2 dzh dP
2
T
A(y)
Q4 F
sin(h S);h h
UT (xB ; Q
2; zh; P
2
T )R
dQ2 dzh dP 2T
A(y)
Q4 F
h h
UU (xB ; Q
2; zh; P 2T )
= ChSiv(xB )NQVSiv (xB ) ; (32)
7where ChSiv(xB ), h = +;K+ is given by:
ChSiv(xB ) =
p
e
2
p
2
ASiv
R
dQ2 1+(1 y)
2
Q4 QV (xB ; Q
2)
R
dzh zh

DhuV (zh; Q
2)

=
phP 2T iSR
dQ2 1+(1 y)
2
Q4 QV (xB ; Q
2)
R
dzhDhuV (zh; Q
2)
 (33)
For unidentied charged hadrons h, Ch+Siv(zh) is obtained via replacement (28).
For small enough bins in Q2, as discussed in Sec. (III C 1), the asymmetry becomes:
ASiv;h 
h
UT (xB ;
Q2) = ChSiv(
Q2)NQVSiv (xB ) ; (34)
where ChSiv are independent of xB and known from multiplicities.
ChSiv(
Q2) =
p
e
2
p
2
ASiv
R
dzh zh

DhuV (zh;
Q2)

=
phP 2T iSR
dzhDhuV (zh;
Q2)
; h = +;K+ (35)
and
Ch
+
Siv(
Q2) =
p
e
2
p
2
ASiv
R
dzh zh
h
e2uD
h+
uV + e
2
dD
h+
dV
i
=
phP 2T iSR
dzh

e2uD
h+
uV + e
2
dD
h+
dV
  (36)
where hP 2T iS is given in Eq. (21).
It follows from Eq. (34) that the ratio for dierent hadrons should be independent of x
B
{ a very strong test of the
commonly used assumptions for extracting the TMD functions.
In summary the tests above are important for assessing the reliability of the extraction of the Sivers function and are
a strong motivation for measurements using reasonably small bins in Q2 where the slow Q2-dependence of the PDFs
and FFs can be neglected. In addition, if the tests are satised one obtains direct information on NQVSiv (xB ).
D. Sivers dierence asymmetries on protons
Crucial for the tests on a deuteron target was that the PDFs and FFs factorize, i.e. there is no sum over quark
avours. For a deuteron target this was a general feature valid for all nal hadrons. For a proton target this holds
only for nal pions and kaons (+    ) and (K+  K ), and does not hold for unidentied nal hadrons.
Hence we consider Sivers dierence asymmetries on protons only for  and K. The corresponding expressions
are obtained from the expressions for deuteron target with the following replacements:
 for +    
In the numerators, determined by F
sin(h S);+  
UT (Eq. (17)):
(e2u   e2d)fQV =ST (xB ; Q2) ! fVSiv(xB ; Q2) (37)
where
fVSiv(xB ; Q
2)  2
h
e2uN uVSiv(xB )uV (xB ; Q2)  e2dN dVSiv(xB ) dV (xB ; Q2)
i
(38)
and in the denominator, determined by F
+  
UU (eq, (22)):
(e2u   e2d)QV (xB ; Q2) ! fV (xB ; Q2) (39)
where
fV (x
B
; Q2)  e2u uV (xB ; Q2)  e2d dV (xB ; Q2) (40)
 for K+  K 
In the numerators, determined by F
sin(h S);K+ K 
UT , Eq. (18):
fQV =ST (xB ; Q
2)! fuV =ST (xB ; Q2) (41)
8where
fuV =ST (xB ; Q
2) = 2N uVSiv(xB )uV (xB ; Q2); (42)
and in the denominator, determined by FK
+ K 
UU (eq, (23)):
QV (xB ; Q
2) ! uV (xB ; Q2) (43)
We shall not present all results, but only those for small enough ranges of Q2, where the Q2-evolution of qV and
DhuV can be neglected.
1a) The zh-dependent asymmetries on protons have the same zh-behaviour for 
+    and K+ K . Moreover,
this behaviour is the same as for deuteron targets and reects the chosen Gaussian dependence on k? and p?. Instead
of (29) and (30) for deuterons, the analogous expressions for protons are:
ASiv;
+  
UT;p (zh;
Q2) = BSiv(
Q2)
zhphp2?i+ z2hhk2?iS
ASiv;K
+ K 
UT;p (zh;
Q2) = BKSiv(
Q2)
zhphp2?i+ z2hhk2?iS : (44)
They dier only in the constant common factors:
BSiv(
Q2) =
p
e
2
p
2
A
S
R
dx
B
(1 + (1  y)2)fVSiv(xB ; Q2)R
dxB (1 + (1  y)2) fV (xB ; Q2)
BKSiv(
Q2) =
p
ep
2
AS
R
dxB (1 + (1  y)2)N uVSiv(xB )uV (xB ; Q2)R
dx
B
(1 + (1  y)2)uV (xB ; Q2)
(45)
1b) The x
B
-dependent Sivers asymmetries on protons are analogous to those on deuterons, but with dierent
combinations of valence-quark densities for pions and kaons. We have:
ASiv;
+  
UT;p (xB ;
Q2) = CSiv(
Q2)
fVSiv(xB ;
Q2)
2 fV (xB ;
Q2)
ASiv;K
+ K 
UT;d (xB ;
Q2) = CKSiv(
Q2)N uVSiv(xB ) (46)
where fV (xB ) is known from DIS, Eq. (40). They provide information about f
V
Siv and N uVSiv. Note that the
coecients ChSiv are the same as for deuterons, eq.(35). This allows us to form dierent ratios, for example:
AUT;d
AUT;p
+  
=
NQVSiv (xB )
fVSiv(xB ;
Q2)
2fV (x
B
; Q2)

AUT;d
AUT;p
K+ K 
=
N qVSiv(xB )
N uVSiv(xB )
(47)
in which the r.h. sides are independent of the transversity parameters hk2?iS ; hk2?i; hp2?i.
It should be remembered however, that in contrast to deuteron targets, these results do not hold for unidentied
charged hadrons.
IV. BOER-MULDERS DISTRIBUTIONS
The extraction of the Boer-Mulders (BM) and transversity distributions is more complicated compared to the
Sivers case. The reason is that the Sivers functions enter the cross section in convolution with the unpolarized TMD
fragmentation functions, known from multiplicities. The BM and transversity functions enter the cross sections in
convolution with the transversely polarized TMD FFs, the so called Collins functions. The latter can, in principle,
be extracted from e+e  ! h1h2X, but at present are rather poorly known.
9In our analysis we shall consider Collins functions, alongside with BM and transversity functions, as unknown
quantities. In the dierence cross sections only the valence quark functions of both parton densities and fragmentation
functions enter the expressions.
The distribution of transversely polarized quarks q" in an unpolarized proton p determines the Boer-Mulders
function [12]:
Nfq"=p(xB ; k?)  fqsy=p(xB ; k?) =  
k?
mp
h?1 (xB ; k?)  (48)
It is accessed by measuring the BM cos 2h-asymmetry in unpolarized SIDIS [9]:
hcos 2hih  d
4hcos 2hi
dxBdQ
2 dzh dP 2T
=
R
dh cos 2h d
5hR
dh d5h
=
(1 y)
Q4 F
cos 2h
UU (xB ; Q
2; zh; P
2
T )
1+(1 y)2
Q4 FUU (xB ; Q
2; zh; P 2T )
; (49)
where d5h is a short hand notation for the unpolarized dierential SIDIS cross section:
d5h =
d5hp
dxB dQ2 dzh dP 2T dh
 (50)
The structure function F cos 2hUU is a convolution of the Boer-Mulder (BM) distribution function f
q
sy=p
(x; k?) and
the Collins fragmentation function NDh=q"(z; p?). The Collins fragmentation function represents the spin dependent
part of the fragmentation function of a transversely polarized quark with spin polarization s and 3-momentum pq
into an unpolarized hadron h with transverse momentum p? relative to it [13]:
Dh=q;s(z; p?) = Dh=q(z; p?) +
1
2
NDh=q"(z; p?) s^  (p^q  p^?)  (51)
Often the Collins function is written as H?1 (zh; p?) [14]:
NDh=q"(z; p?) =
2p?
zhmh
H?1 (z; p?) (52)
where mh is the mass of the nal hadron.
V. BM DIFFERENCE ASYMMETRIES
Here we shall work with the dierence asymmetries hcos 2ih h, that we dene, in analogy to (49), through the
dierence cross sections:
hcos 2ih h =
R
dh cos 2h d
5h hR
dh d5h 
h
=
(1 y)
Q4 F
cos 2h;h h
UU (xB ; Q
2; zh; P
2
T )
1+(1 y)2
Q4 F
h h
UU (xB ; Q
2; zh; P 2T )
(53)
As shown in [4], the dierence cross sections are determined only by the valence quark densities. We shall consider
the BM asymmetries on deuteron and proton targets separately.
A. The standard parametrization for the deuteron
The expressions for the dierence asymmetries are especially simple if we consider SIDIS on a deuteron target.
Then
i) independently of the nal hadrons h   h, it is always only the sum of the valence quark BM distribution that
enters:
fQVsy=p(xB ; k?)  f
uV
sy=p
(x
B
; k?) + fdVsy=p(xB ; k?) (54)
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ii) for each nal hadron h, only one combination of valence-quark Collins functions appears
Thus we need one parametrization for the valence BM function fQVsy=p and one for the valence-quark Collins
function NDh=uV ", or their combination e
2
u
NDh=uV " + e
2
d
NDh=dV ".
In the currently available extractions the BM and Collins functions are parametrized proportional to the correspond-
ing unpolarized transverse-momentum independent collinear functions, with factorized avour independent transverse
momentum dependence, and avour-dependent x
B
or zh functions [9, 15]. In accordance with this we write:
fQVsy=p(xB ; k?; Q
2)=fQVsy=p(xB ; Q
2)
p
2e
k?
M
BM
e k
2
?=hk2?iBM
hk2?iBM
fQVsy=p(xB ; Q
2)=2NQV
BM
(xB )QV (xB ; Q
2) (55)
NDh=uV "(zh; p?; Q
2)=NDh=uV "(zh; Q
2)
p
2e
p?
MC
e p
2
?=hp2?iC
hp2?iC
; h = +;K+
NDh=uV "(zh; Q
2)=2N h=uV
C
(zh)D
h
uV (zh; Q
2) (56)
where fQvsy=p(xB ) , 
NDh=uV "(zh) , NQVBM (xB ) and N h=uVC (zh)) are unknown functions, MBM and MC are unknown,
tted parameters (often M
C
is denoted by M [16] or Mh [9, 17]), and
hk2?iBM =
hk2?iM2BM
hk2?i+M2BM
; hp2?iC =
hp2?iM2C
hp2?i+M2C
 (57)
B. The structure functions on deuterons
For the expressions F cos 2h;h 
h
UU we obtain:
F cos 2h;
+  
UU = KBM (zh; P 2T )fQVsy=p(xB ; Q2) [(e2u   e2d)ND+=uV "(zh)] (58)
F cos 2h;K
+ K 
UU = KBM (zh; P 2T )fQVsy=p(xB ; Q2) [ e2uNDK+=uV "(zh)] (59)
F cos 2h;h
+ h 
UU = KBM (zh; P 2T )fQVsy=p(xB ; Q2)
 [ e2uNDh+=uV "(zh) + e2dNDh+=dV "(zh)] (60)
where KBM is a common avour-independent factor:
KBM (zh; P 2T ) =  eABM AColl P 2T
e P
2
T =hP 2T iBM
hP 2T i3BM
zh  (61)
Here ABM and AColl are avour and zh-independent factors, determined by the transverse-momentum dependencies:
A
BM
=
hk2?i2BM
MBM hk2?i
; AColl =
hp2?i2C
MC hp2?i
: (62)
and
hP 2T iBM = hp2?iC + z2h hk2?iBM  : (63)
The expressions in (60) dier only by the unknown functions NDh=qV "(zh).
Data on hcos 2i are always presented as function of one of the kinematic variables (xB ; zh; Q2) or P 2T , integrated
over the other three. We shall next consider the xB and zh-dependencies separately.
C. The integrated BM asymmetries on deuterons
Again for simplicity we perform the PT integrations analytically. The general expressions are presented in the
Appendix. Integrating further we obtain the x
B
- and zh-dependent BM asymmetries.
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1. The zh-dependent BM asymmetries
For the zh-dependent BM asymmetries with h = 
+;K+ we obtain:
hcos 2hih h(zh)=BhBM (zh)
zh
hp2?iC + z2h hk2?iBM
N h=uV
C
(zh); h = 
+;K+ (64)
where
Bh
BM
(zh) =  2eABM AColl
R
dx
B
R
dQ2 1 yQ4 f
QV
sy=p
(x
B
; Q2)DhuV (zh; Q
2)R
dxB
R
dQ2 1+(1 y)
2
Q4 QV (xB ; Q
2)DhuV (zh; Q
2)
 (65)
As before, for small enough bins in Q2 so that the Q2-dependence of the collinear parton densities and FFs can be
neglected, the FFs cancel and the formula strongly simplies:
hcos 2hih h(zh; Q2) = BBM ( Q2)
zh
hp2?iC + z2h hk2?iBM
N h=uV
C
(zh); h = 
+;K+ (66)
where B
BM
is independent of zh and h:
BBM (
Q2) =  eABM AColl
2
R
dx
B
(1  y)fQVsy=p(xB ; Q2)R
dxB [1 + (1  y)2]QV (xB ; Q2)
 (67)
where Q2 is the average Q2-value in the bin and y is given in Eq. (31). The dependence on h in Eq. (66) is only in
the zh-dependent part of Collins function [see Eq. (56)].
2. The xB -dependent BM asymmetries
For the x
B
-dependence for each h = +;K+; h+ we obtain:
hcos 2hih h(xB ) = ChBM (xB )NQVBM (xB ); 8h (68)
where for h = +;K+ we have:
Ch
BM
(x
B
) = 4eA
BM
AColl
R R
dQ2 dzh
1 y
Q4 QV (xB ) zh
NDh=uV "(zh) =hP 2T iBMR R
dQ2 dzh
1+(1 y)2
Q4 QV (xB )D
h
uV (zh)
(69)
For unidentied charged hadrons h = h the formula is obtained with the replacement:
NDh+=uV " ! e2uNDh+=uV " + e2dNDh+=dV " (70)
and replacement (28) in the denominator.
As before, for small enough bins in Q2 this simplies and one has
hcos 2hih h(xB ; Q2) =
1  y
1 + (1  y)2
Ch
BM
( Q2)NQV
BM
(x
B
); h = +;K+; h+ (71)
where y is given in (31) and Ch
BM
is xB -independent:
Ch
BM
( Q2) = 2 eA
BM
AColl
R
dzh zh

NDh=uV "(zh; Q
2)

=hP 2T iBMR
dzhDhuV (zh;
Q2)
; h = +;K+ (72)
Ch
+
BM
( Q2) = 2 eABM AColl
R
dzhzh

e2u
NDh+=uV "(zh) + e
2
d
NDh+=uV "(zh)

=hP 2T iBMR
dzh

e2uD
h+
uV + e
2
dD
h+
dV
  (73)
In summary, note that
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a) as we shall see later, comparison of hcos 2hih h(zh; Q2); h = +;K+ with the analogous expressions for transver-
sity, where the same Collins function enterS (see Sect. X), provides a test of the factorization scheme approach cur-
rently adopted for the extraction of the TMD functions. If the test is satised, then (66) provides a direct measurement
for N h=uV
C
(zh).
b) hcos 2ih h(x
B
; Q2) for h = +;K+; h+ provide 3 independent algebraic equations for the x
B
-behaviour of BM
function NQV
BM
(x
B
): the shape of hcos 2ih h(x
B
) is universal for all nal hadrons; the coecients of proportionality
are dierent for the dierent nal hadrons and are determined by the valence-quark Collins FFs.
VI. RELATIONS BETWEEN BM AND SIVERS ASYMMETRIES ON DEUTERONS
In the current analysis an additional simplifying assumption is made, namely the BM function is assumed propor-
tional to its chiral-even partner { the Sivers function [15, 18]. In our case this reads:
fQVsy=p(x; k?) =
QV
2
fQV =ST (x; k?); (74)
where QV is a tting parameter. This implies that
hk2?iBM = hk2?iS ; ABM = ASiv; NQVBM (xB ) =
QV
2
NQVSiv (xB )  (75)
and
hP 2T iBM = hP 2T igBM  hp2?iC + z2hhk2?iS  (76)
Under assumption (74), the Sivers and BM asymmetries are expressed in terms of the same valence-quark fQV =ST
Sivers function and dier only by the TMD fragmentation functions. This leads to denite relations between their
x
B -dependencies, which we suggest as possible tests for this assumption.
A. General Relations
For the x
B
-dependence the Sivers and BM asymmetries for each h = +;K+; h+ provide independent information
about the same x
B
-dependence NQVSiv (xB ) of the Sivers distribution fQV =ST . This leads to the following relation
between these asymmetries:
Rh1 (xB ) 
hcos 2hih h(xB )
ASiv;h 
h
UT (xB )
=
QV
2
CgBM (xB )
CSiv(xB )
h
; h = +;K+; h+ (77)
For h = +;K+ we have:CgBM (xB )
CSiv(xB )
h
=
 4p2ep

R R
dQ2 dzh
1 y
Q4 QV (xB ; Q
2)zh
NDh=uV "(zh; Q
2)=hP 2T igBMR R
dQ2 dzh
1+(1 y)2
Q4 QV (xB ; Q
2)zhDhuV (zh; Q
2)=
phP 2T iSiv
(78)
where hP 2T iS and hP 2T igBM are given in (21) and (76). For unidentied charged hadrons h, the result is obtained
with the replacement (28) and the analogous one for NDh+=uV ", Eq. (70).
The expression for Rh1 allows a check of the assumption (74) between the Sivers and BM functions, adopted in
current analysis, without requiring knowledge of these functions. Only the Collins and the collinear valence-quark
functions enter Eq. (78).
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B. Simplication for small Q2-bins
If the bins in Q2 are small enough so as to neglect the Q2-evolution of the collinear functions inside a bin, then this
ratio Rh1 becomes independent of xB . We have:
Rh1 (xB ; Q2) =
QV
2
1  y
1 + (1  y)2
Ch( Q2) (79)
where y is given in (31) and Ch is independent of xB :
Ch( Q2)   8
p
2ep

R
dzh zh
NDh=uV "(zh; Q
2=hP 2T igBMR
dzh zh DhuV (zh;
Q2)=
phP 2T iS  (80)
If data exist for a range of xB values at the same Q then eq. (79) is a remarkably strong requirement and should
allow a stringent test of the assumed connection between the Boer-Mulders and Sivers functions.
VII. BM DIFFERENCE ASYMMETRIES ON PROTONS
We consider Boer-Mulders dierence asymmetries on proton targets only for  and K. The expressions are
obtained from the corresponding expressions for deutrons with the following replacements:
 for +    
In the numerators, determined by F cos 2h;
+  
UU (Eq. (58)):
(e2u   e2d)fQVsy=p(xB ; Q2) ! fVsy=p(xB ; Q2) (81)
where
fVsy=p(xB ; Q
2)  2  e2uN uVBM (xB )uV (xB ; Q2)  e2dN dVBM (xB ) dV (xB ; Q2) (82)
 for K+  K 
In the numerators, determined by F cos 2h;K
+ K 
UU (Eq. (59)):
fQVsy=p(xB ; Q
2)! fuVsy=p(xB ; Q2)N
qV
Siv(xB ) qV (xB ; Q
2) ! N uVSiv(xB )uV (xB ; Q2) (83)
where
fuVsy=p(xB ; Q
2) = 2N uV
BM
(x
B
)uV (xB ; Q
2); (84)
In the denominators the replacements for +     and K+  K  are (39) and (43), respectively.
Bellow we shall not present all results, but only those for small enough ranges of Q2, where the scale dependence
of the parton densities and FFs can be neglected.
1a) Again for the zh-dependence we obtain the same behaviour as for deuterons:
hcos 2hih hp (zh; Q2) = BhBM ( Q2)
zh
hp2?iC + z2h hk2?iBM
N h=uV
C
(zh); h = 
+;K+ (85)
The dierence is only in the constant common factors:
B
+
BM
( Q2) =  eA
BM
AColl
2
R
dx
B
(1  y)fVsy=p(xB ; Q2)R
dx
B
[1 + (1  y)2] fV (xB ; Q2)
BK
+
BM
( Q2) =  eABM AColl
2
R
dx
B
(1  y)fuVsy=p(xB ; Q2)R
dx
B
[1 + (1  y)2]uV (xB ; Q2)
 (86)
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1b) The xB -dependent BM asymmetries on protons are analogous as those on deuterons, but with dierent com-
binations of valence-quark densities for pions and kaons. We have:
hcos 2hi+  p (xB ; Q2) =
1  y
1 + (1  y)2
C
BM
( Q2)
fVsy=p(xB ;
Q2)
2 fV (x
B
; Q2)
;
hcos 2hiK+ K p (xB ; Q2) =
1  y
1 + (1  y)2
CK
BM
( Q2)N uV
BM
(x
B
); (87)
where y is given in (31) and Ch
BM
are x
B
-independent and the same as for deuterons, eq.(72), fV (x
B
) is known from
DIS. These measurements provide information about fV
BM
and N uV
BM
.
In Sect.VI we suggested the ratio of the xB -dependent BM and Sivers asymmetries on a deuteron target as a simple
test for the used assumption of the proportionality of the BM and Sivers functions. On a proton target, however,
such a test is not possible for all nal hadrons. If the BM and Sivers functions are proportional, then only the kaon
BM and Sivers dierence asymmetries will measure the same N uVSiv(xB ), which implies that the ratio of AK
+ K 
Siv;p (xB )
and hcos 2hip(xB )K
+ K  should be independent of x
B
.
VIII. TRANSVERSITY DISTRIBUTIONS
The distribution of transversely polarized quarks q" in a transversely polarized proton p" denes the transversity
distributions h1q(x) or T q(xB ):
T q(xB ) = h1q(xB ) =
Z
d2k? h1q(xB ; k?) : (88)
where h1q(xB ; k?) is the transversity distribution depending on the parton transverse momentum k?, k? = jk?j.
The transversity distributions h1q(x) are one of the three fundamental parton densities, alongside with the unpo-
larized q(x) and helicity q(x) distributions, that describe partons in polarized nucleon. Transversity distributions
are the least known distributions as, being chiral-odd, they cannot be measured in DIS [19].
IX. COLLINS DIFFERENCE ASYMMETRIES
At present, knowledge about transversity comes from the single-spin Collins asymmetries in SIDIS with transversely
polarized target l + p" ! l + h+X:
A
sin(h+S);h
UT =
1
ST
R
dhdS

d6"   d6#h sin(h + S)R
dhdS [d6" + d6#]
h
=
[1 y]
Q4 F
sin(h+S);h
UT
[1+(1 y)2]
Q4 F
h
UU
 (89)
The projection using sin(h + S) singles out the structure function F
sin(h+S);h
UT , which depends on a convolution
of the transversity distribution h1q(x; k?) and the Collins fragmentation function NDh=q"(z; p?).
The Collins asymmetry for the dierence cross section we dene analogously:
A
sin(h+S);h h
UT =
1
ST
R
dhdS

d6"   d6#h h sin(h + S)R
dhdS [d6" + d6#]
h h
=
[1 y]
Q4 F
sin(h+S);h h
UT
[1+(1 y)2]
Q4 F
h h
UU
(90)
The expressions for the structure functions depend on parametrizations for the transversity and Collins functions,
and are dierent for dierent targets. Again we here consider only a deuteron target.
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A. The standard parametrization and structure functions for deuterons
In the dierence cross sections on a deuteron target only the sum of the valence-quark transversity distribution
enters:
h1QV (xB ; k?)  h1uV (xB ; k?) + h1dV (xB ; k?) (91)
We follow the standard parametrization presently used in extracting the transversity from SIDIS data. This implies
a standard Gaussian-type transverse-momentum dependence [16]:
h1QV (xB ; k?) = h1QV (xB )
e k
2
?=hk2?iT
hk2?iT
; (92)
where hk2?iT is a new parameter and the following parametrization is used for the distribution h1QV (xB ) [20]:
h1QV (xB ) =
1
2
NQV
T
(xB ) [QV (xB ) + QV (xB )] (93)
where, as earlier, QV (xB ) = uV + dV and QV (xB ) = uV + dV are the sum of the collinear unpolarized and
longitudinally polarized valence-quark parton densities, while NQV
T
(x
B
) is the new unknown function.
The parametrization for the Collins function was given in (56). With these currently used standard parametrizations
we obtain:
F
sin(h+S);
+  
UT = KT (zh; P 2T )h1QV (xB ; Q2) [(e2u   e2d)ND+=uV "(zh; Q2) (94)
F
sin(h+S);K
+ K 
UT = KT (zh; P 2T )h1QV (xB ; Q2) [ e2uNDK+=uV "(zh; Q2) (95)
F
sin(h+S);h
+ h 
UT = KT (zh; P 2T )h1QV (xB ; Q2)
 [ e2uND+=uV "(zh; Q2) + e2dND+=uV "(zh; Q2)]
(96)
where
K
T
(zh; P
2
T ) =
p
2e
2
AColl PT
e P
2
T =hP 2T iT
hP 2T i2T
;
hP 2T iT = hp2?iC + z2hhk2?iT  (97)
Here hp2?iC was given in Eq. (57) and AColl in (62). The unknown quantities are hk2?iT and hp2?iC in KT (zh; P 2T ),
and h1QV (xB ). They are the same for all nal hadrons.
In the next Sections we discuss the x
B
- and zh-dependent Collins asymmetries.
B. The integrated Collins asymmetries on deuterons
The integration over PT we perform analytically. The expressions are given in the Appendix.
1. The zh-dependent Collins asymmetries
For the zh-dependence of Collins asymmetry with h = 
+;K+ we obtain:
AColl;h 
h
UT (zh) =
Bh
T
(zh)php2?iC + z2hhk2?iT N h=uVC (zh); h = +;K+ (98)
where
Bh
T
(zh) =
r
e
2
AColl
R R
dx
B
dQ2 1 yQ4 h1QV (xB ; Q
2)DhuV (zh; Q
2)R R
dxB dQ
2 1+(1 y)2
Q4 QV (xB ; Q
2)DhuV (zh; Q
2)
(99)
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As before, for reasonably small bins in Q2, the expressions for the zh-dependence of the asymmetries considerably
simplify:
AColl;h 
h
UT (zh;
Q2) =
BT (
Q2)php2?iC + z2hhk2?iT N h=uVC (zh); h = +;K+ (100)
where BT is independent of both zh and h:
BT (
Q2) =
r
e
2
AColl
R
dxB (1  y)h1QV (xB ; Q2)R
dxB [1 + (1  y)2]QV (xB ; Q2)
(101)
Thus, the zh-behaviour of the Collins asymmetry provides independent measurements for N h=uVC (zh), for h =
+;K+. The dependence on the type of the nal hadron is only in N h=uV
C
.
2. The xB -dependent Collins asymmetries
For the x
B
-dependent Collins asymmetry for any h = +;K+; h+ we have:
AColl;h 
h
UT (xB ) = ChT (xB )NQVT (xB ); h = +;K+; h+: (102)
For h = +;K+ the functions Ch
T
(x
B
) are:
Ch
T
(x
B
) =
1
4
r
e
2
AColl
R
dQ2 1 yQ4 (QV +QV )(xB )
R
dzh

NDh=uV "(zh)

=
phP 2T iTR
dQ2 1+(1 y)
2
Q4 QV (xB ; Q
2)
R
dzhDhuV (zh)
 (103)
For unidentied charged hadrons Ch+
T
(x
B
) is obtained with the replacements (70) and (28).
Again, for small enough bins in Q2 we obtain
AColl;h 
h
UT (xB ;
Q2) = Ch
T
( Q2)
1  y
1 + (1  y)2

1 +
QV (xB ;
Q2)
QV (xB ;
Q2)

NQV
T
(x
B
) : (104)
The dependence on the nal hadrons is only in the constant factor Ch
T
:
Ch
T
( Q2) =
1
4
r
e
2
AColl
R
dzh

NDh=uV "(zh; Q
2)

=
phP 2T iTR
dzhDhuV (zh;
Q2)
; h = +;K+ (105)
Ch
+
T
( Q2) =
1
4
r
e
2
AColl
R
dzh

e2u
NDh+=uV " + e
2
u
NDh+=uV "

=
phP 2T iTR
dzh

e2uD
h+
uV + e
2
dD
h+
dV
 ; (106)
where hP 2T iT is given in Eq. (97).
In general, the asymmetries AColl;h 
h
UT (zh) and A
Coll;h h
UT (xB ) for each nal hadron provide 2 independent measure-
ments for the 2 unknown quantities, the BM and Collins functions, without any assumptions about the sea-quark
TMD densities and fragmentation functions; also only the best known valence-quark collinear densities enter the
expressions.
X. RELATIONS BETWEEN BM AND COLLINS ASYMMETRIES ON DEUTERONS
Common for BM and transversity distributions is that they enter SIDIS cross section convoluted to the same
Collins fragmentation functions. Using the standard parametrizations, this implies that in BM and transversity
dierence asymmetries only one Collins function enters, the same in both asymmetries { DN+=uV " and D
N
K+=uV "
for +     and K+  K  respectively, and it factorizes. They dier only by the dierent TMD parton densities,
namely the transversity or BM distributions. This holds both for deuteron and proton targets and allows to obtain
direct connections between the zh-behaviour of the BM and transversity asymmetries, which function as direct tests
of the adopted factorized parametrizations. Here we present the results for deuteron target. The results for proton
target and the relations between proton and deuteron targets will be given in Section XI.
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A. General Relations
The zh-dependencies of BM and Collins asymmetries, Eqs. (64) and (98), for each h = 
+;K+ provide 2 completely
dierent measurements for the same Collins function. Eliminating the Collins function, yields the following general
relation between the asymmetries:
Rh2 (zh) 
hcos 2hih h(zh)
AColl;h 
h
UT (zh)
=
zh
phP 2T iT
hP 2T iBM
B
BM
(zh)
B
T
(zh)
h
; h = ;K (107)
where BBM(zh)
BT (zh)
h
=
 2p2e

A
BM
R R
dx
B
dQ2 1 yQ4 f
QV
sy=p
(x
B
; Q2)Dh
+
uV (zh; Q
2)R R
dxB dQ
2 1 y
Q4 h1;QV (xB ; Q
2)Dh+uV (zh; Q
2)
(108)
B. Simplication for small Q2-bins
For small enough bins in Q2, the zh-dependence is completely xed and is independent of the nal hadrons for
h = +;K+:
Rh2 (zh; Q2) =
zh
phP 2T iT
hP 2T iBM
BBM (
Q2)
BT (
Q2)
; h = +;K+ (109)
where B
BM
= B
T
is independent of both zh and h:
BBM
B
T
=
 2p2e

A
BM
R
dx
B
(1  y)fQVsy=p(xB ; Q2)R
dx
B
(1  y)h1;QV (xB ; Q2)
 (110)
The expressions for hP 2T iT and hP 2T iBM are given in (97) and (63). Any dependence on h would be an indication that
the p? dependence of the Collins function, as controlled by the value of hp2?iC is not hadron-type independent.
These relations provide a general test of the standardly used parametrizations. If these tests are fullled , we can
use them to obtain or test information about the transversity and BM distributions without knowledge of the Collins
functions.
C. Implications of the commonly used assumptions
As the presently available data are not adequate to fully determine the BM and transversity distributions, additional
assumptions are used. For the BM function this is relation (74) between the BM and Sivers functions, and Eqs. (75)
and (76) that follow. For the transversity distribution the usual assumption is [16, 17, 20]:
hk2?iT = hk2?i; (111)
which implies
hP 2T iT = hP 2T ieT  hp2?iC + z2hhk2?i: (112)
With these assumptions, relation (107) reads:
Rh2 (zh) =
QV
2
zh
q
hP 2T ieT
hP 2T igBM
BgBM (zh)
BT (zh)
h
; h = +;K+ (113)
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where BgBM (zh)
B
T
(zh)
h
=
 2p2e

ASiv
R R
dxB dQ
2 1 y
Q4 fQV =ST (xB ; Q
2)Dh
+
uV (zh; Q
2)R R
dxB dQ
2 1 y
Q4 h1;QV (xB ; Q
2)Dh+uV (zh; Q
2)
(114)
and hP 2T igBM was given in (76).
For small enough bins in Q2 relation (125) becomes independent of the nal hadron, with a completely xed
zh-dependence:
Rh2 (zh; Q2) =
QV
2
zh
q
hP 2T ieT
hP 2T igBM
 BgBM ( Q2)
B
T
( Q2)

; h = +;K+ (115)
where BgBM= BT is constant in zh, independent of the nal hadron: BgBM
BT

=
 2p2e

ASiv
R
dxB (1  y)fQV =ST (xB ; Q2)R
dxB (1  y)h1;QV (xB ; Q2)
 (116)
XI. THE COLLINS DIFFERENCE ASYMMETRIES ON PROTONS
We consider Boer-Mulders dierence asymmetries for  and K. The expressions are obtained from the corre-
sponding expressions for deuterons with the following replacements :
 for +    
In the numerators, determined by Eq. (94):
(e2u   e2d)h1QV (xB ; Q2) ! h1V (xB ; Q2) (117)
where
h1V (xB ; Q
2) =

e2u h1uV (xB ; Q
2)  e2d h1dV (xB ; Q2)

h1uV =
1
2
N uVT (xB ) [uV +uV ]
h1dV =
1
2
N dVT (xB ) [dV +dV ] (118)
 for K+  K 
In the numerators, determined by Eq. (95):
h1QV (xB ; Q
2) ! h1uV (xB ; Q2) (119)
In the denominators the replacements for +     and K+  K  are (39) and (43), respectively.
Again, we shall not present all results but only those for small enough ranges of Q2, where the Q2-evolution of
the parton densities and FFs can be neglected. We shall discuss in more details only the zh-dependent asymmetries,
as they provide interesting tests for the assumed Gaussian, avour and hadron independent, transverse-momentum
dependence.
1a) As before, for reasonably small bins in Q2, the expressions for the zh-dependence of the asymmetries consider-
ably simplify. They are similar to those of the deuteron:
AColl;h 
h
UT;p (zh;
Q2) =
BhT;p(
Q2)php2?iC + z2hhk2?iT N h=uVC (zh); h = +;K+ (120)
the only dierence is that the BhT;p depend on h:
B
+
T;p( Q
2) =
r
e
2
AColl
R
dx
B
(1  y)h1V (xB ; Q2)R
dx
B
[1 + (1  y)2] fV (xB ; Q2)
BK
+
T;p ( Q
2) =
r
e
2
AColl
R
dxB (1  y)h1uV (xB ; Q2)R
dx
B
[1 + (1  y)2]uV (xB ; Q2)
(121)
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Common to the expressions for the zh-dependent BM and Collins asymmetries on proton and deuteron targets,
Eqs. (66), (85), (100) and (120), is that the Collins function enters all expressions. This allows us to obtain useful
relations between them. Below, for simplicity, we shall use the notation:
ABM;h h  hcos 2hih h  (122)
i) The ratio of the zh-asymmetries on protons and deuterons are independent of zh:
AColl;h 
h
d (zh)
AColl;h 
h
p (zh)
=
 
B
T
BhT;p
!
;
ABM;h 
h
d (zh)
ABM;h 
h
p (zh)
=
 
B
BM
BhBM;p
!
; h = +;K+ (123)
ii) The ratios of the zh-dependent BM and Collins asymmetries on protons and deuterons have the same, completely
xed zh-behaviour, determined solely by the Gaussian parameters hp2?iC ; hk2?iT and hk2?iBM :
ABM;h 
h
d (zh)
AColl;h 
h
d (zh)
/ A
BM;h h
p (zh)
AColl;h 
h
p (zh)
/ A
BM;h h
p (zh)
AColl;h 
h
d (zh)
/ A
BM;h h
d (zh)
AColl;h 
h
p (zh)
/ zh
phP 2T iT
hP 2T iBM
; h = +;K+ (124)
These are clear predictions that could test the assumed Gaussian-type dependence on the transverse-momentum. The
expressions for hP 2T iT and hP 2T iBM are given in (97) and (63). The dependence on h is only in the constant common
factors. For example:
ABM;h hp (zh)
AColl;h 
h
p (zh)
=
zh
phP 2T iT
hP 2T iBM
 BBM;p( Q2)
BT;p( Q2)
h
; h = +;K+ (125)
where ( BBM;p= BT;p)
h is independent of zh, but dierent for the dierent nal hadrons h: BBM;p
BT;p
+
=
 2p2e

ABM
R
dx
B
(1  y)fVsy=p(xB ; Q2)R
dxB (1  y)h1V (xB ; Q2) BBM;p
BT;p
K+
=
 2p2e

ABM
R
dx
B
(1  y)fuVsy=p(xB ; Q2)R
dx
B
(1  y)h1uV (xB ; Q2)
 (126)
1b) The x
B
-dependent Collins asymmetries are obtained straight forward with the above replacements. For the
asymmetries with pions and kaons we obtain:
AColl;
+  
UT;p (xB ;
Q2) = C
T
1  y
1 + (1  y)2
e2uN uVT (xB )(uV +uV )  e2dN dVT (xB )(dV +dV )
e2uuV   e2ddV
(127)
AColl;K
+ K 
UT;p (xB ;
Q2) = CK
T
1  y
1 + (1  y)2

1 +
uV
uV

N uV
T
(x
B
) (128)
where Ch
T
are the same as for deuteron, given by (105). .
XII. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the Sivers, Boer-Mulders and transversity asymmetries for the dierence cross sections of hadrons
with opposite charges, in SIDIS reactions. We have considered deuteron and proton targets separately l+d! l+h+X
and l + p! l + h +X.
There are 3 essential properties of the dierence cross sections that follow from the of charge and isospin invariance
of the strong interactions and are crucial in obtaining our results:
i) for the parton densities there is no sum over quark avours, but only one combination of the valence-quark TMD-
distributions enters.
ii) for the fragmentation functions only the valence-quark TMD fragmentation function for each type of nal hadron
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appears
iii) there is no contribution from sea quarks
At present, data on these asymmetries are presented for the integrated asymmetries i.e.the x
B
- and zh-dependent
asymmetries. In calculating the asymmetries we have followed the simplied approach currently used in extracting
the various functions from data i.e. we work in LO in QCD and use the standard factorized parametrizations for
the TMD functions. As we have demonstrated, these simplications can be tested. If the tests are succesful we
have shown that the dierence asymmetries on deuterons determine the valence-quark QV = (uV + dV ) Sivers, BM
and transversity distributions, and the dierence asymmetries on protons determine the Sivers, BM and transversity
distributions for the combinations e2ufuV   e2dfdV for pions, and fuV for kaons. Measurements on both proton
and deuteron targets will allow to determine the valence-quark uV and dV TMD densities separately and free from
the contributions of the sea-quarks densities and fragmentation functions.
The remarkably simple and powerful tests of the whole approach, based on the standard factorized parametrizations,
depend on having data available in reasonably small bins in Q2, such that the Q2-evolution of the relevant collinear
parton densities and fragmentation functions can be neglected inside each bin, which leads to dramatic simplications:
1) The zh-behaviour of A
h h
Siv (zh), both for proton and deuteron targets, is a totally xed function of zh, the same
for all nal hadrons. It is determined solely by the Gaussian-type k?-dependence; the FFs completely cancel.
2) The x
B
-behaviour of Ah 
h
Siv (xB ) on deuterons, for dierent hadrons, is proportional to the same Sivers NQVSiv (xB )
function. This implies that the ratio for dierent hadrons should be independent of x
B
:
A
+  
Siv (xB ;
Q2)
AK
+ K 
Siv (xB ;
Q2)
=
C
+
Siv(
Q2)
CK
+
Siv (
Q2)
(129)
Analogously for the BM asymmetry hcos 2hih h(xB ):
hcos 2hi+  (xB ; Q2)
hcos 2hiK+ K (xB ; Q2)
=
C
+
BM
( Q2)
CK+
BM
( Q2)
(130)
and for the Collins asymmetry Ah h
T
(x
B
):
A
+  
T
(x
B
; Q2)
AK+ K 
T
(xB ;
Q2)
=
C
+
T
( Q2)
CK+
T
( Q2)
; (131)
with analogous relations when  or K are replaced by h.
3) The ratio of the zh-dependent BM and Collins asymmetries on protons and deuterons is a totally xed function of
zh, the same for h = 
+;K+. It is determined solely by the Gaussian-type k?-dependence; the Collins FFs completely
cancel.
4) A common assumption in the present analysis is that the BM functions are proportional to the Sivers functions.
As a test of this relation we suggest the ratio of the xB -dependent BM and Sivers asymmetries on deuterons. If the
assumed relationship is valid, this ratio should be independent of x
B
. On a proton target, this assumption can be
tested only for the kaon asymmetries.
Failure to satisfy these tests implies that the extraction of the various distributions and fragmentation functions
cannot be trusted. If a test is passed successfully then use of the measured dierence asymmetries allows the extrac-
tion of the Sivers, BM and transversity valence-quark distributions with better precision, free from the uncertainties
of the sea or strange quark contributions.
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APPENDIX: THE PT -INTEGRATED DIFFERENCE ASYMMETRIES
Here we give the analytic expressions for the PT -integrated dierence asymmetries on deuteron. We perform the
PT -integration using the formula: Z 1
0
dP 2T PT
e P
2
T =hP 2T iS
hP 2T i2S
=
1
2
p

phP 2T iS (132)Z 1
0
dP 2T
e P
2
T =hP 2T i
hP 2T i
=
1

(133)
Z 1
0
dP 2T P
2
T
e P
2
T =hP 2T iBM
hP 2T i3BM
=
1
hP 2T iBM
 (134)
For the general expression of Sivers asymmetry ASiv;
+  
UT , after integrating over P
2
T we obtain:
ASiv;
+  
UT =
p
e
4
p
2
ASiv
A(y)
Q4 fQV =ST (xB ; Q
2) zh
h
D
+
uV (zh; Q
2)
i
=
phP 2T iS
A(y)
Q4 QV (xB ; Q
2)D+uV (zh; Q
2)
(135)
ASiv;K
+ K 
UT =
p
e
4
p
2
ASiv
A(y)
Q4 fQV =ST (xB ; Q
2) zh
h
DK
+
uV (zh; Q
2)
i
=
phP 2T iS
A(y)
Q4 QV (xB ; Q
2)DK+uV (zh; Q
2)
(136)
ASiv;h
+ h 
UT =
p
e
4
p
2
ASiv
A(y)
Q4 fQV =ST (xB ) zh
h
e2uD
h+
uV (zh) + e
2
dD
h+
dV
(zh)
i
=
phP 2T iS
A(y)
Q4 QV (xB ) [ e
2
uD
h+
uV (zh) + e
2
dD
h+
dV
(zh)]
(137)
The BM asymmetries , integrated over P 2T are:
hcos 2i+   =  eABM AColl
(1 y)
Q4 f
QV
sy=p
(x
B
) [zh
ND+=uV "(zh)]=hP 2T iBM
1+(1 y)2
Q4 QV (xB )D
+
uV (zh)
(138)
hcos 2iK+ K  =  eABM AColl
(1 y)
Q4 f
QV
sy=p
(x
B
) [zh
NDK+=uV "(zh)=hP 2T iBM ]
1+(1 y)2
Q4 QV (xB )D
K+
uV (zh)
(139)
hcos 2ih+ h  =  eA
BM
AColl

(1 y)
Q4 f
QV
sy=p
(x
B
) zh[ e
2
u
NDh+=uV "(zh) + e
2
d
NDh+=dV "(zh)]=hP 2T iBM
1+(1 y)2
Q4 QV (xB )

e2uD
h+
uV (zh) + e
2
dD
h+
dV
(zh)
 (140)
The Collins asymmetries after integration over P 2T are:
AColl;
+  
UT =
p
e
2
p
2
AColl
[1 y]
Q4 h1QV (xB ; Q
2)ND+=uV "(zh; Q
2) =
phP 2T iT
[1+(1 y)2]
Q4 QV (xB ; Q
2)D+uV (zh; Q
2)
(141)
AColl;K
+ K 
UT =
p
e
2
p
2
AColl
[1 y]
Q4 h1QV (xB ; Q
2)NDK+=uV "(zh; Q
2) =
phP 2T iT
[1+(1 y)2]
Q4 QV (xB ; Q
2)DK+uV (zh; Q
2)
(142)
AColl;h
+ h 
UT =
p
e
2
p
2
AColl
[1 y]
Q4 h1QV (xB )

e2u
NDh+=uV "(zh) + e
2
d
NDh+=dV "(zh)

=
phP 2T iT
[1+(1 y)2]
Q4 QV (xB ) [ e
2
uD
h+
uV (zh) + e
2
dD
h+
dV
(zh)]
(143)
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